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Northern Ireland;
A Sporting Nation

For a small country, Northern Ireland has always delivered on the world
stage across multiple disciplines. The infamous George Best, Olympic
and Paralympic stars such as Dame Mary Peters, Wendy Houvenaghel
and Bethany Firth to Championship winning golfers such as Rory McIlroy,
Darren Clarke and Graeme McDowell. We have recently been spoilt with a
plethora of championship boxers and Northern Ireland qualifying for the
2016 Euro’s, the success of our sporting heroes is only surpassed by the
enthusiasm of the supporters.
Sport and physical activity are rich parts of the cultural life of many across
Northern Ireland. Sports played and watched in the region and many and
varied. Indeed, sport in Northern Ireland has a unique organizational
structure, allowing athletes a choice between representing Northern Ireland,
Ireland and/or Great Britain, depending on the sport or the event (as indicated
by former World Number 1 Rory McIlroy below). The region’s temperate
climate is ideal for sport and physical activity, particularly the plethora of
water sports offered on the rivers, lakes and coastal regions.
The sporting infrastructure in Northern Ireland is also world class, the National
Stadium at Windsor Park, Ulster Rugby’s Ravenhill Ground and the SSE Arena
are just three of the iconic facilities that will be joined by the GAA’s Casement
Park upon its completion in the future. We have a rich heritage of sporting
events including the North West 200 and Ulster Grand Prix and have played
host to stages of the Giro de Italia and the World Police and Fireman’s Games.
Ulster University, along with Queen’s University Belfast, and their colleges
Stranmillis University College and St Mary’s University College compete
in the Intervarsity Competitions across the island of Ireland in a range of
sports. Academic involvement in sport is strong, the Sports Institute of
Sport NI is based at the Jordanstown Campus of Ulster University. Sports
management research at Ulster University is led by the Sport and Exercise
Sciences Research Institute (SESRI) and the Centres for Sport in Society and
for exercise Medicine Physical Activity and Health. At the REF 2014 (research
assessment) our environment, impact and outputs were judged to be
internationally excellent with certain elements judged as world leading.

Motivation to
host

Forward thinking in sport
management: Strengthening
Inclusivity, Accessibility and
Sustainability in Sport

The Sport & Exercise Sciences Research Institute and the School of Sport of
Ulster University will be delighted to welcome you to the 30th European Sport
Management Conference in the beautiful and historic city Belfast. Located
on the island of Ireland and within the United Kingdom, Northern Ireland was
designated as Lonely Planet’s Number 1 region to visit in 2018.
The field of sport management expresses similar values to those of the
Conference host. As Northern Ireland’s civic university, Ulster University
is grounded in the heart of the community and strives to make a lasting
contribution to society as a whole. As such the theme for the conference
is Forward thinking in sport management: Strengthening Inclusivity,
Accessibility and Sustainability in Sport. The emphasis on strengthening
is that each of the three pillars has advanced much over the past 20 years,
however more work remains to be done. So, how will these pillars be
supported by hosting the 30th European Sport Management Conference in
Belfast?

• Inclusive in that European Sport Management Conference is open to
academics from all over the world in a city and region accessible from
anywhere in the world. Inclusive in including sport-related practitioners
from any organization that is public, non-profit, or commercial that uses
sport to achieve its objectives from anywhere across the island of Ireland.
• Accessible in its management and operations which are supported by
hosting within the city of Belfast, including the choice of conference and
social program venues but also through transport, accommodation and
further travel choices that we are offering.
• Sustainable through our approach to conference management, with
particular emphasis on understanding and accounting for our footprint
and delivering, over time on our legacy.
Our legacy focuses on the support for participants of the Students and PhD
conference and those early career researchers to forge links across the
island of Ireland in order to develop lasting knowledge and competencies
around the inclusivity, accessibility and sustainability both of, and through
sport.
A result of these efforts would be a proposed declaration for Sport in
Northern Ireland to adopt the 2022 declaration to prioritise Inclusivity,
Accessibility and Sustainability through positive action. Although much
has been done by sport in these areas, this would create a strategic
framework for sports organizations in the region to enhance these
principles through their management and organizational systems.

“I am a proud product of Irish
golf and the Golfing Union of
Ireland and am hugely honoured
to have come from very rich
Irish sporting roots... I am also
a proud Ulsterman who grew up
in Northern Ireland. That is my
background and always will be.”

- Rory McIlroy

Letters of
Support;

Dr Stefan Walzel
EASM General Secretary
European Association for Sport Management
Post Office Box 450304
50878 Köln
Germany
Dear Dr Walzel,

At Ulster we believe PhD researchers are the lifeblood of a research-intensive university.
The Ulster University Doctoral College offers a comprehensive Researcher Development
Programme to help PhD researchers develop their research skills in order to complete their
degree and go on to gain postgraduate level employment. We would be delighted to support
the PhD researcher element of the European Association of Sports Management
Conference in September 2022.
Depending on the programme developed by the conference team, we would be willing to
arrange for two of our most popular workshops to be delivered to PhD researchers attending
the pre-conference event. Firstly, we propose a masterclass for the PhD researchers in the
area of ‘Communicating Your Research to a Non-Research Audience’. This is an
increasingly important skill for PhD researchers and the workshop proves very popular with
our PhD researchers across all disciplines. Secondly, we would also arrange a writing
workshop delivered by one of our external facilitators, Dr Dan Soule from Grammatology
(http://grammatology.co.uk/).
We hope that these workshops will complement the events and programme planned by our
colleagues in the School of Sport and the Ulster Business School.

Yours sincerely,

Professor Marie Murphy, FACSM, FBASES, FHEA
Dean of Postgraduate Research and Director of the Doctoral College, Ulster University

ulster.ac.uk

May 10, 2019

Dr Stefan Walzel
EASM General Secretary
European Association for Sport Management
Post Office Box 450304
50878 Köln
Germany
Dear Dr Walzel,
On behalf of the Antrim Gaelic Athletic Association (GAA), I would like to offer this letter of
support to the Conference Team from the Schools of Sport and Business and the Sport &
Exercise Science Research Institute at Ulster University in their efforts to secure the
European Sport Management Conference for Belfast in September 2022.
Antrim GAA, is one of 32 county boards of the GAA in Ireland, and is responsible for the
organisation and delivery of gaelic games in Belfast and across county Antrim. Our vision is
to ensure everybody has the opportunity to be welcomed to take part in our games and
culture, to participate fully, to grow and develop and to be inspired to keep a lifelong
engagement with our Association.
We believe that his vision is aligned to the work of the European Association of Sport
Management and as such we would warmly welcome your association to Belfast in 2022.

Dr Stefan Walzel
EASM General Secretary
European Association for Sport Management
Post Office Box 450304
50878 Köln
Germany
Dear Dr Walzel,
On behalf of Cricket Ireland, I would like to offer this letter of support to the Conference Team from
the Schools of Sport and Business and the Sport & Exercise Science Research Institute at Ulster
University in their efforts to secure the European Association of Sport Management conference for
Belfast in September 2022.
Cricket Ireland is the National Governing Body for the sport for the island of Ireland. It is responsible
for setting the strategic direction and the administration of cricket across the region. Over the past
decade our organization has grown from strength-to-strength on the back of excellent sporting
performances, combined with increased public interest right across the island of Ireland and crucially,
the adoption of sound governance and management principles. This strength is underpinned by our
partnerships across the island with our Provincial Unions, clubs and other stakeholders that support our
work. We are proud of the Ulster University alumni who now work for us in helping us to achieve this.
A conference focusing on sport management is appropriate for our sector and it could be said that our
story reflects the effective implementation of the principles of sport management. Our current strategic
plan focuses on 4 core pillars; growing the game sustainably; producing winning teams; leading our
sport; and making cricket mainstream in Ireland. For this to be achieved, a multitude of activities need
to be effectively managed and, as such, effective sport management is central to these goals.
We too believe these goals are supported by the work of the European Association of Sport Management
and their members and as such we support the bid and would warmly welcome you to Belfast in 2022.
Yours sincerely,

Yours sincerely,

P Donnelly
Dr Paul Donnelly
Regeneration Director, Antrim GAA
paul.donnellyrm.antrim@gaa.ie

Warren Deutrom
Chief Executive

Registered Office:

Directors:

Ross McCollum (Chairman), Susan Ahern, Samuel Beckett, Bill Cunningham, Brian Dougherty, David Griffin, John Heavey,
Michael Howard, Mark Jones, Greg Molins, Anne Nolan, Alan Waite.

President:

David O’Connor

Chief Executive: Warren Deutrom

Cricket Ireland is the trading name of Irish Cricket Union Company Limited by Guarantee, a limited company incorporated under The
Companies Act 2014
Company number: 452651

Cricket Ireland
Unit 22
Grattan Business Park
Clonshaugh
Dublin 17
T: +353 1 8947914

www.cricketireland.ie

CITY
SUPPORT

What is so unique about Belfast is
it’s size. The city is big enough that
there is a lot to see and do, yet small
and compact enough that all hotels,
pubs,awardwinningrestaurantsand
shopping centres all within walking
distance. Our hospitality industry
knows the importance of team work
and we’re so proud of our vibrant city
we all work together to ensure that
every visitor we meet experiences
our famous Belfast welcome, that’s
the Belfast way!

Belfast loves when a major conference or event is in town – because
it really matters to the city that you are here. From hosted site
inspections to personal receptions with the Lord Mayor, we will go
that extra mile when you are in town. Cabin crew to taxi drivers, hotel
managers, venue staff and restaurateurs will be briefed on the event
and ready with their best Belfast welcome.
To demonstrate our commitment to hosting the European Association of Sports Management
Conference in Belfast, we are delighted to propose the following package of city support to ensure
that the Conference in Belfast is a huge success. This includes:
•
•

•
•

•
•

Potential subvention funding of up to up £15,000 towards eligible costs of hosting the event in
Belfast (subject to application).
Marketing support to maximise delegate attendance in Belfast. This will include promotional
activity at the previous years conference as well as marketing and promotional activity and
support by Visit Belfast as part of your event marketing plan
Use of Belfast City Hall for a Civic reception for delegates with a welcome by the Lord Mayor
(subject to application).
A dedicated client services manager will work with your delivery team, providing local support
on all aspects of hosting your conference in Belfast from accommodation support, guidance on
social programme options, local suppliers and useful information for delegates.
Exclusive delegate discounts for conference attendees across the city by participating partners
during the conference.
A complimentary site visit for key decision makers to assist with event planning, should the
conference come to Belfast.

£25,000
Belfast Subvention Funding
Visit Belfast, alongside the Belfast City Council
and Tourism Northern Ireland would be delighted
to offer subvention funding towards the EASM
Conference should you commit to Belfast.
The subvention funding, subject to a successful
application, will provide up to £25,000 towards the
conference which can be used towards venue hire,
speaker costs or marketing of the conference. A
Visit Belfast representative will assist throughout
the application process.

Exclusive Civic
Belfast City Council and the Lord Mayor would be delighted
to support the EASM Conference in the City, offering to comp
the venue hire for the drinks reception and sponsor the first
300 glasses of wine*.
*Subject to following the application criteria.

Subsidised Budget
Accommodation
The Local Organising Committee has secured preferential
accommodation rates within the student accommodation
available at The Elms Village and Stranmillis University
College, starting at £45pn including a cooked breakfast!

Local Organising
Committee

Dr Damian Gallagher - Head of Administration & Marketing
Lecturer in Entrepreneurship
Dr Damian Gallagher’s teaching and research interests are in research methodologies, small
business marketing and the marketing of small sports clubs. In 2013-14 he was awarded the
prestigious Fulbright Northern Ireland Public Affairs Scholarship and was based at the University
of South Carolina. He is the current Chair of the Academy of Marketing Sports & Events
Marketing Special Interest Group – the leading UK body for marketing researchers, educators
and professionals.

Dr Paul Kitchin - LOC Chair and CFO
Lecturer in Sports Development
Dr Paul Kitchin has extensive research and teaching experience in sport management and is
a Fellow of the Higher Education Academy. Having held positions at the University of East
London, London Metropolitan University and Ulster University Paul has developed an extensive
network of contacts in academia and industry, within Ireland and also internationally. Prior to
this Paul worked in event management in Australia.

Prof. David Hassan - Vice-chair of the Scientific and Programme
Committee and Legal Officer
Professor David Hassan is Associate Dean for Internationalisation within the Faculty of Life
and Health Sciences. A former Head of the School of Sport, David is responsible for global
engagement within the faculty. An established researcher in the fields of sport business and the
social science of sport David has global connections in sport academia and industry. In 2011,
David Chaired the 4th Bi-Annual Sport, Race and Ethnicity Conference
in Belfast attracting delegates from around the world.

Dr Rachael Telford - Chair of Event Operations
Lecturer in Sports Development
Dr Rachael Telford is Course Director for the BSc (Hons) Sport Studies at Ulster University and a Senior
Fellow of the Higher Education Academy. Her teaching and research focus on the use of sport to develop
communities and her expertise lies within the area of student employability and has managed many events
to facilitate the development of this area.. Given her employability experience Rachael has an extensive
network of contacts both within academia and in industry.

Dr Kyle Ferguson - Head of Volunteering
Senior Lecturer in Sports Coaching
Dr Kyle Ferguson is Course Director for the BSc (Hons) Football Coaching and Business
Management and is also responsible for the Centre for Sports Enterprise with the
objective of establishing collaborations between researchers, entrepreneurs and elite
sports players or coaches. Previously Kyle has served on a number of sports club boards
and is currently a member of the board of Sport NI. Kyle is also a Fellow of both the

Professor Marie Murphy - Co-Chair of Student Seminar
Dean of Postgraduate Research and Director of the Ulster Doctoral College /
Professor of Exercise and Health
Professor Marie Murphy is head of the Doctoral College at Ulster University and the Chair of the Sport,
Exercise Sciences, Leisure and Tourism Panel at the 2021 REF exercise. A former head of the School
of Sport, Marie is a distinguished Exercise and Physical Activity researcher. Between 2002 and 2018,
Marie was heavily involved in the coordination and delivery of the 2012 International Convention on
Science, Education and Medicine in Sport (ICSEMIS), 2016 Health-Enhancing Physical Activity (HEPA),
European College of Sport Science conferences held in Ireland and Scotland.

Dr Richard Mitchell - Public Engagement Officer
Lecturer in Marketing
Dr Ricky Mitchell is a Lecturer in Marketing with the Ulster Business School. He holds a PhD
in Retail Marketing and has disseminated his research through international, national and local
research outlets. This includes peer reviewed journals, national / international conferences
and practitioner workshops. Ricky’s current research interests lie within Sports Marketing and
Fandom.

Dr. Carla McCabe - Co-Chair of Student Seminar Committee
Lecturer in Sport Biomechanics and Postgraduate Tutor for SESRI
Dr Carla McCabe is the postgraduate tutor for the PhD programme at the School of Sport. Carla’s research
and teaching interests are in human movement performance, specifically within an aquatic environment.
Carla has an international research portfolio as evidenced through her collaborations, conference activity
and peer-review engagement across numerous Sport Science and Biomechanics journals. Carla is a Fellow of
the Higher Education Academy.

Dr Paul Donnelly - Industry Advisor
Regeneration Director - Antrim Gaelic Athletic Association
Dr Paul Donnelly is Regeneration Director for the Antrim Gaelic Athletic Association. Paul’s
responsibilities include developing the greater-Belfast region’s participation and capabilities in gaelic
games. Paul’s research is on the interconnections between sport and physical activity and he has
published widely in this endeavour. is

Financials

Registration Costs
InBelfastwebelieveingoodvalue,soweproposenoincreaseinthe2022registrationcostscomparedtothe2019registrationcosts.Allcosts
include VAT and are based in Sterling.

Below is the proposed provisional budget for the EASM Conference in Belfast.
The proposed dates for the conference in Belfast is from the 3rd - 9th September 2022.

Income

Belfast EASM Provisional Budget
Summary Income & Expenditure
350
400

450

EASM Proposed Registration Fees 2022

Registration

£175,613

£195,388

£213,338

Early Bird

Sponsorship Target
Visit Belfast Funding

£2,000
£15,000

£2,000
£15,000

£2,000
£15,000

EASM Full Delegate

£450

EASM Full Delegate

£540

Day Delegate

£180

Day Delegate

£220

Total Income

£192,613

£212,388

£230,388

Student Seminar

£520

Student Seminar

£520

Expenditure

350

400

450

Tutors Package

£875

Tutors Package

£875

PhD Seminar

£520

PhD Seminar

£520

EASM Conference Fee
Main Conference Venue Hire
Catering (DDR £42pp)

£30,000
£0
£44,100

£30,000
£0
£50,400

£30,000
£0
£56,700

Accompanying Person

£175

Accompanying Person

£215

Student Seminar (50pax)

£4,835

£4,835

£4,835

Student Seminar
Accommodation
Student Seminar Social
Programme
PhD Seminar (20 pax)
Bank Charges
Administration Costs

£20,880

£20,880

£20,880

£2,500

£2,500

£2,500

£1,420
£2,943
£5,000

£1,420
£3,459
£5,000

£1,420
£3,778
£5,000

Speaker Costs

£10,000

£10,000

£10,000

Welcome Reception (80%
attendance)
Social Networking Evening
(80% attendance)
Closing Dinner (80%
attendance)
Coach Transport

£9,400

£10,600

£11,800

£11,200

£12,800

£14,400

£20,600

£23,400

£28,200

£2,500

£3,000

£3,500

Insurance

£1,200

£1,200

£1,200

Marketing & Promotion

£9,000

£9,000

£9,000

Printing Costs
Delegate Bags

£1,750
£1,750

£2,000
£2,000

£2,250
£2,250

Miscellaneous

£2,500

£3,000

£3,500

TOTAL
Contingency

£176,448
£10,000

£190,364
£10,000

£206,083
£10,000

TOTAL to include contingency £186,448
TOTAL INCOME
£192,613

£200,364
£212,388

£216,083
£230,388

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

£186,448

£200,364

£216,083

OUTCOME

£6,165

£12,024

£14,305

Late Registration

Confirmed Sponsorship
WehavealreadysecuredconferencefundingfortheEASMConferenceinBelfastfromTourismNorthernIreland,BelfastCity
Council andVisit Belfast. We have outlined additional potential sponsors who would be eager to be involved, many of these
organisationswouldhaveworkedwithmembers oftheLOCinthepast.Wehaveincludedamodestsponsorshipincometotal
in the provisional budget in order to give us a reliable breakeven point but we expect to renegrate a higher level of support.

Sponsorship will be sourced from Sporting Bodies, Support
Groups,GovernmentAgencies,InformationProviders,Local
Northern Ireland Companies.
As part of sourcing sponsorship, we will conduct the
following:
• We will research & identify all potential markets and
sectors
• Create sponsorship/exhibition options to suit all budgets •
Utilize all related national and international networks
• Highlight the congress history and the profile of the
potential attendees
• At all times we will work to maintain and enhance the
EASM relationship with sponsors.

Possible Sponsorship Types:
• Financial Support
• ‘in kind’ sponsorship/services/ materials
• Exhibition/Sales Opportunities
• Conference Dinner Sponsorship
• Awards Sponsorship
• Fundraising
• CSR Donations

The EASM Conference
Belfast
The Mac & The Europa Hotel

Pre-Conference
Seminar -

PhD & Student Seminar
The MAC
The EASM Pre-Conference Student Seminar will be hosted in the state-of-the-art Belfast City Centre
arts venue, the MAC. The MAC aims to create something unique, different and more memorable
for your business. With your ambition and our creativity, we’ll deliver an event better than your
organisation has ever experienced before. That’s a big promise, but we are passionate about success
at the MAC which is why we have hosted some of our clients most important events.
The MAC is situated in the artistic and cultural centre of the city, the Cathedral Quarter. Although
traditionally associated with art, the campus spans an increasing and exciting range of subjects
including architecture, hospitality, event management, photography and digital animation.
Your dedicated events co-ordinator will guide you through everything you need to know and our
Operations team will deliver to the most exacting of standards.

PhD Seminar -

As the MAC is a creative place, we feel it is the perfect venue for the conduct of the Student and
PhD Seminar. At Ulster University the student experience is at the heart of everything we do
and so we are delighted to offer a comprehensive programme for both seminars.
The Student Seminar will consist of the conduct of the management game, interspersed with guest
speakers from across the Irish sports and academic industries with a focus on inclusivity, accessibility and
sustainability, the theme of the main conference. We are delighted to offer evening social activities as well
as stadium tours and sports activities throughout the programme.
The PhD Seminar will follow the traditional format, but we have negotiated
with the Doctoral College of the University for them to fund the running of our
PhD programmes’ most popular research workshops that can support the
continuing efforts of these students.

EASM Conference
The Europa Hotel Belfast
Building upon the work of former conference we will deliver a thematic symposium on
the need for inclusion, access and sustainability in European sport. We endeavour to
use the European Sport Management Conference to create a lasting legacy in Northern
Ireland by creating the Belfast 2022 IAS Charter to prioritise Inclusion, Accessibility and
Sustainability that seeks to adopt these principles within the core functions of sports
and physical activity organizations.
Belfast’s recent history makes it the ideal place for the establishment of this charter.
The city has been a focal point for exclusion, barriers and short-termism that have
lingered even following the cessation of ‘the troubles’ and the signing of the Good
Friday Agreement in 1998. This symposium will bring together academics from around
the world to Belfast exchange best practice ideas with local practitioners, within this
contested city on positive ways drive sport forward to be more inclusive, accessible
and sustainable. The creation of this Charter will highlight to other organizations and
community groups the work that sport is doing to make this a reality.
Within the main body of the conference we will seek to host three engaging and
thought-provoking keynote sessions from a mix of industry practitioners and leading
academics in sport. The conference will also feature the traditional series of workshops
and parallel sessions, including short presentations and posters on cutting-edge
research from academics across the world. We envisage the programme will be
challenging, engaging and memorable and leave Belfast warmly imprinted in the
annuals of European Sport Management Conference history.

Plenary Session Grand Ballroom
The main EASM Conference will be hosted in the world
famous Europa Hotel in Belfast is located in the heart of
Belfast City Centre.
This internationally famous hotel is superbly located
in the heart of Belfast, convenient to the business and
commercial districts, and ideally positioned amongst the
entertainment and shopping areas. Since its opening,
the Europa has remained favourite among the capital’s
meeting places, and this cosmopolitan hotel offers spacious elegance, luxury and
style.
The Europa Hotel offers a choice of 272 hotel rooms in Belfast City Centre –
including 92 Executive Bedrooms and Suites. The elegant decor, contemporary
bistro, bustling bar and relaxing piano bar lounge make the four star Europa Hotel
the hotel of choice for business and leisure guests visiting Belfast.
Due to its prime location, the Europa Hotel is a short distance from many of
Belfast’s top visitor attractions including the Ulster Museum, Grand Opera House,
City Hall, Titanic Belfast, Waterfront Hall and SSE Arena.
The Europa Hotel has an international reputation for hosting prestigious events and looking after many
of the celebrities and VIPs who visit Belfast. At the Europa Hotel every guest is a VIP and will experience
the finest in Irish hospitality and the highest level of customer service. Only 15 minutes from
Belfast City Airport and located along main bus and rail links, the stylish Europa Hotel is the
perfect venue for both local meetings and international residential conferences. Combined
with our friendly and professional staff who can assist you with all your meeting and
conferencing requirements, from the organisation and planning through to our in-house AV
experts. You can relax in confidence as your event is in expert hands.

Parallel Sessions
We have a number of spaces avaialble for the conference catering a
newtorking areas and all this will depend on your preferences and the
final registration numbers for the Belfast edition of your confernece.
As a residential conference, guests at the hotel will also have
fully access of the residents bar which offers additional network
opportunities well after the conference concludes at the end of each
day.

Catering, Exhibition &
Networking
Eperume reium eium quamet voloriat dis mi, ommo explaut a ditatur? It ratio omnis
dolore volorem quo tem is eicia ex elibusd aeritio repereictiat quis atio ommodit
faceatestiam ipsa event.Dolupidelis inulparum fuga.
Lorum fuga. Pudit autet et la qui quae vendendi quam, vendund itatus, vel ipsapit fugias
resequis moluptatur alignatum faceped mos pa cusa dello idelecaes nissin natur aut in
comnistassumaliquepe expeligeniscilia nonsequaest,vendamcus,quamquisrepres
desti unt latia comnis pore eumet lit, aut re aut que doluptatem vel ipsum sapedistrum
laceatu remporem et endae omnim hictis et officiet occupta di torectat hillatur, si
sumquiam quatium restotatem hil ipsamus.
Enditatecte cuscite quae nobit volut laccabo. Molorpos nis sit, sim ium iliqui aut pa nis

Conference Catering
At the Hastings Hotels Group we are passionate about food and believe that
eating is one of life’s greatest pleasures. We embrace the use of carefully
selected local and seasonal quality foods to enable our chefs to prepare
and create the most delicious dishes in our kitchens. The Island of Ireland
has a proud heritage of farming and fishing, resulting in an abundance
of sensational produce and we at Hastings Hotels are striving to give all
our guests a true taste of this in everything we serve. When sourcing our
food, we look for produce which stands out from the rest – from where it
originates, to the way it is produced and for its flavour., we look for produce
which stands out from the rest – from where it originates, to the way it is
produced and for its flavour.
GM Food Assurance
We liaise closely with our food suppliers to ensure ingredients do not
include genetically modified maize or soya. For those with special dietary
requirements or allergies, who may wish to know the ingredients used,
please speak to the Manager.

VISIT BELFAST

Social Options
@ Belfast’s Titanic Quarter, Windsor Park
& Belfast City Hall
In Belfast we know how to throw a party and
create memorable experiences for all those
who visit our city for a conference. We have
an abundance of options to make your social
evenings incredibly memorable for all those
involved. From hiring a traditional pub in the
heart of the Cathedral Quarter, to finger foods and
a private gallery viewing of the Worlds Leading
Tourist Attraction Titanic Belfast, we have a
plethora of options for your conference.

Belfast City Hall EASM Welcome Reception
Built in 1906 the interior of this opulent Victorian building is breathtaking and a splendid setting for
welcoming conference delegates to the city. Due to the central location of the City Hall, transport hire
is not necessary. The majority of the city centre hotels are within a 2-3 minute walk from the Belfast
City Hall.
Belfast City Council are delighted to support the EASM Conference in Belfast and would offer
complimentary venue hire for the evening and a sponsored contribution towards a wine reception
(subject to application and approval).
Belfast City Council will also host guided tours of the City Hall, Visitor Galleries, Council Chambers
and the Mayor’s Parlour. Tours will begin formalities begin and always provide a memorable
experience for visiting delegates to the city.

Windsor Park EASM Social Networking Evening
The National Football Stadium at Windsor Park is pleased to offer a range of superb
hospitality facilities for the first time following the redevelopment.
Prestige Venues and Events are proud to be the catering partner at the National Football
Stadium at Windsor Park as the exclusive suppliers of food & beverage within the stadium.
From a board meeting for ten, to a reception for 300 the National Football Stadium offers a
stylish, contemporary, and truly unique setting. The 4 new lounges and 10 executive boxes
offer a great variety of flexible spaces to accommodate most events including weddings,
celebration parties, conferences, exhibitions, awards dinners, team building etc.
We put together the perfect team to help you, from experienced chefs to dedicated events
teams. So whether you’re planning an intimate gathering or a large conference, it’s in expert
hands from your first call to us to the last guest leaving the venue.

The Local Organising
Committee has secured an
exclusive discounted rate for
the EASM Closing Banquet

Titanic Belfast - EASM Closing
Dinner
The Giant Atrium

Titanic Suite

As guests make their way to your event
they pass through the giant 60ft Atrium
inspired by the finishes and textures of
the original Belfast shipyards.

Your guests can dine by the staircase and
experience the First-Class service offered on board
the ship from our highly trained banquet team.
Our crisp white linen, White Star Line crockery and
table centerpieces further add to this First-Class
dining experience and enhance the atmosphere in
the suite for your guests.

Guests will then be directed to level 5 via
our escalators which travel through the
centre of the Atrium providing wonderful
views of the building.

Titanic Suite is equipped with two 16ft x 9ft wall
mounted screens, ceiling mounted data projectors,
staging, lectern and microphone – perfect for
your corporate branding and opening address or
welcome speeches.
Fully recessed coloured lighting enables you to
continue the corporate theme and set just the right
ambiance for your event.

Titanic
Galleries

Hospitality
& Service

Prior to the evening commencing,
guests will have the opportunity to enjoy
a tour of Titanic Belfast’s nine interactive
galleries which use state-of-the-art
technology and innovative design to
tell Titanic’s story from conception to
construction and launch in Belfast, to its
maiden voyage and subsequent place in
history.

We pride ourselves on delivering the
very best hospitality and service
available in the North of Ireland.

In addition, our staff will be on hand in to
guide the delegates around the building,
providing an animated experience
to ensure the evening is incredibly
memorable.
*Should registrations reach 450 for
the conference, the dinner will include
an exclusive private gallery tour for all
attendees.

Our Chefs have created the perfect
balance between Edwardian
gastronomic techniques and today’s
modern fusion cuisine to deliver
menus that capture the nostalgia of
the original RMS Titanic menu with a
truly contemporary twist. Our dishes
feature the very best of locally
sourced, seasonal produce and is
freshly prepared by a team of Chefs
in our onsite kitchens.

Exclusive room hire of
Titanic Belfast, overlooking
the very slipways where
Titanic was built
Tradtional Irish
entertainment to
accompany the 5* cuisine
on the evenin
A souvenir ticket for each
delegate.
Four course bespoke
dining menu and arrival
drink
Full use of all integrated AV
equipment in Titanic Suites.
Complimentary Wi-Fi
avialable to all guests.

SLEEPS

The beauty about Belfast is that we are a compact and
walkable city with 10 hotels within 5-10 minutes walk of
Belfast Waterfront, City Hall and the city centre. All of our
hotels are new, or newly refurbished and our rates offer real
value for money, with spacious bedrooms and the famous
Belfast welcome ready for delegates.
We currently have 3,400 bedrooms in the city centre
and current hotel development will add a further 3,386
bedrooms bringing the total to 6,745 by 2022. Meaning
your delegates will have an abundance of fresh, new
accommodation in the heart of the city.
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ACCOMMODATION

Your delegates will have a wide range of accommodation options
within the city. Belfast prides itself on being a compact, safe and
walkable city, which means visitors to the city will all be within an
easyworkofalltherestaurants,barsandshoppingcentres.Wehave
big international brands and locally owned hotels, managed by
someofIreland’smostfamousfamilynamesinthehotelierindustry.

Northern Ireland has experienced unprecedented growth in recent years and
this has resulted in the largest hotel expansion in the country’s history. In the
last three years Belfast has added over 1,500 bedrooms to the overall stock
which means when visitors come stay, they are welcomed with fresh new
accommodation in arguably some of the UK’s top properties. Belfast

10 MINS WALK

is a compact city which means the main conference venue, social

The MAC

programme options, restaurants, pubs, shops and city attractions are

8 MINS WALK

all in a short distance from whichever hotel attendees will stay.

6 MINS WALK

4 MINS WALK

2 MINS WALK

Europa Hotel

A broad range of
accommodation to
suit all price points
Visit Belfast can offer an
accommodation booking service
free to charge to the conference
which will cover student hall
options to 5* properties.

New, fresh
accommodation

Compact
and walkable

80% of bedrooms in Belfast
are less than 15 years old,
offering EASM delegates
good quality accommodation
and great value for money.

Belfast is a safe, compact
and walkable city with all
workshop venues, hotels,
pubs and restaurants located
with a short distance.
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ACCESS
Getting to Belfast is easier than you think,
with direct daily connections from all major

Accessible from anywhere
in the world by two flights,
Belfast is easier and more
affordable to get to than you
might think.

Belfast International Airport
30 mins from city centre

UK cities to our two airports. Belfast also
connects to major international hubs like
London, Manchester, Paris and Amsterdam
we routinely welcome guests from all across
the globe. Belfast is also served by Dublin

UK cities

Northern
Ireland

European cities

coach service every hour.

11
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USA

International Airport which is located 90
mins away and serviced with a direct, luxury

Flights per week

Edinburgh

5

Belfast
George Best
Belfast City Airport
10 mins from city centre

Ireland
Dublin

Flights per week

London

European cities

24

London Heathrow (LHR)
connecting to British
Airways, OneWorld and
Aer Lingus

56

Amsterdam KLM hub

7

Dublin Airport
90 mins transfer to Belfast

7 international
hubs
With direct flights to major
hubs London, Amsterdam,
Paris CDG, Edinburgh,
Reykjavik and Manchester.

90 mins coach
Transfer from Dublin to Belfast
city centre.

10 mins transfer
From George Best Belfast
City Airport to Belfast city
centre with a dedicated
Express Bus Service.

Airport
welcome
EASM branding and
dedicated Meet and Greet
teams and visitor servicing
staff at both airports.

In Belfast we consider ourselves lucky to
have three airports. Belfast City Airport,
which is right in the heart of the city.
Belfast International which is 30 minutes
from the city centre and ‘Belfast South’,
which locals affectionately call Dublin
International Airport as it is a short 90
minute drive from Belfast City centre.
With over 158 European and International
destinations servicing both Belfast and
Dublin and 33 direct UK Flights into
Belfast, the city is easily accessible for
International delegates.
Belfast. You can fly direct to Belfast from
46 European and International airports.
With a direct flight to Providence and

Boston in the USA and connections to
main international tourist hubs such as
Amsterdam, London and Manchester, we
are favourably located to be accessible to
anywhere in the world with only two flights!
Dublin Airport, (or ‘Belfast South’) is
located 90 minutes away from with
excellent rail and road access to Belfast.
There is a direct luxury coach from Dublin
to Belfast city centre which leaves hourly.
Dublin Airport is one of Europe’s busiest
airports, with more than 55 airlines
flying to over 117 destinations worldwide
including two Middle Eastern and 11 North
American routes.

Airport Transfers
Belfast has one of the closest airports
to a city centre, the Belfast City Airport
is 3.5 miles from the Belfast Waterfront
which means delegates will be in the city
centre in no time at all. There is a taxi and
bus link to the city. Belfast International is
accessible to the city centre by taxi or by a
coach service.
Dublin Airport is linked to Belfast by an
hourly luxury coach service and guests
will have the option of pre-booking tickets
online or be able to purchase on the bus
as the embark. The journey from Dublin
Airport to Belfast city centre 90 minutes.

Flights per week
UK cities

864

European cities

1155

USA

174

Canada

33

Africa
Asia & Middle East

6
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Going Beyond
Belfast’s rich culture, vibrant nightlife, delicious cuisine
and world-class attractions are within your reach.

A City At Your Service
Team Belfast comprising of Tourism Northern Ireland,
Visit Belfast, Belfast City Council and Belfast Waterfront
are working hand in hand with key service providers to
create a unique and memorable experience across the
city. And when you choose Belfast, we promise that
all our service providers – all 333,000 of them – will
be ready to make sure your delegates experience ‘the
Belfast way’. Renowned for our legendary hospitality,
our taxi drivers, bartenders and hoteliers are all ready
to welcome you and give the famous Belfast welcome.
What’s great about the size of Belfast, is that your
conference will take over the city during it’s stay and
this provides a unique atmosphere for your delegates to
savour.
Something For Everyone
Visit Belfast will be on hand to deliver bespoke social
programmes for delegates seeking to experience the
city riches as well as the enchanting beauty of Northern
Ireland. With so many options available, Belfast and
Northern Ireland has plenty to offer the delegates and
their travelling partners no matter what their taste
or preference. Our landscapes are home to HBO’s
blockbuster Game of Thrones, from the spectacular
Mountains of Mourne to the legendary UNESCO
protected Giant’s Causeway and our a city is bustling
with the trendy pubs and restaurants. And after a long
day why not take a seat at the Ulster Hall and enjoy the
remarkable sounds of the Ulster Orchestra or something
a little more upbeat from an incredible line-up of artists.
‘Foodie’ Culture
As a nation we sure love our locally sourced, expertly
prepared food. Belfast is fast gaining a reputation as
a foodie paradise, with a plethora of award winning
restaurants lining the streets acorss the city. Your
delegates will be spoilt for choice with a wide range
of options sure to satisfy every budget and taste. Visit
Belfast and our restaurant partners will be sure to offer
your delegates fantastic special offers, exclusive for
Radiodays 2020.
Belfast’s Political History and Black Taxi Tours
Northern Ireland’s political history is unique and
complex, making the headlines over the last four
decades. Delegates can meet locals from across the
community to hear their side of the story through a
range of guided political and historical tours, including
bus, walking and taxi tours.
World Class Shopping
Belfast’s high street and two shopping malls will
have delegates filling their suitcases with high-end
international brand names to locally produced artisan
crafts. Soak up the local vibe wandering cobbled lanes,
historical arcades, trendy boutiques and end off with a
speciality coffee in one of the city’s quirky cafés.

Cathedral Quarter you will come
across hidden gems such as the
Oh Yeah Music Centre located in a
former bonded whiskey warehouse,
The Black Box and The Friend at
Hand.

Breathtaking Scenery and The
Giants Causeway

The World’s Leading Visitor Attraction
Titanic Belfast is the world’s largest
Titanic visitor experience, exploring the
Titanic story in a fresh and insightful way.
Make your way through the 9 interactive
galleries of the Titanic Experience and
walk the decks of the last remaining
White Star vessel - SS Nomadic or
immerse yourself in the historic Slipways
as you uncover the true legend of Titanic,
in the city where it all began.
A trip to Gaol!
Crumlin Road Gaol, Belfast is a unique
and alternative tour to truly captivate
your delegates. Belfast’s newest yet
most historic tourist attraction closed
its doors as a working prison after 150
years in service in 1996, set against a
spectacular backdrop and boasting
The Cuffs Restaurant, visitors can take
part in a guided tour of the nineteenth
Century Grade A listed building.
Amazing Arts
and Victorian Architecture
Belfast City Hall, The Ulster Museum,
The Grand Opera House and The
Ulster Hall to name a few, visitors to
Belfast are never left unimpressed with
historical architecture, international and

local performers and art galleries and
exhibitions throughout the city.
The Home of Thrones
Belfast is home to Titanic Studios where
the acclaimed HBO TV Series Game
of Thrones is shot and only a stone’s
throw away from other filming locations
across Northern Ireland including
The King’s Road, Winterfell, The Wall
and Dragonstone. Take a tour around
Northern Ireland and discover the
dramatic scenery used in the show.
Live Music
Belfast is a trove of trendy bars and
traditional pubs with live music playing
across the city every night of the
week. Traditional Irish musicians to big
international names, Belfast is famous
for its love of music and a strong local
musical culture.
Walking Tours
The advantage of a safe and compact
city, means your delegates will have the
option of a variety of Walking Tours, such
as the Belfast Traditional Music Trial,
Belfast Food Tours, Wee Toast Tour, Irish
Whiskey Tour and the Street Art Walking
Tour.

World Class Golf
Visiting Northern Ireland to walk the
hallowed ground of golfing giants Rory
McIlroy, Darren Clarke and Graeme
McDowell? Then tee off in Belfast!
Boasting fourteen courses and golf
centres within the City’s boundary,
Belfast is a golfer’s paradise. Close
to the city centre are the stunning 18
hole parkland courses of Royal Belfast,
Shandon, Malone and Belvoir Park Golf
Clubs. The famous links courses of Royal
County Down and Royal Portrush are only
an hours drive away.
Belfast City Hall
One of Belfast’s most iconic buildings,
Belfast City Hall first opened its doors
in August 1906 and is Belfast’s civic
building. It’s located in Donegall Square,
in the heart of Belfast city centre. Take
a free public tour and discover its
fascinating history.
Lively Pubs and the
Famous Cathedral Quarter
The Cathedral Quarter is home to a
bustling culture and arts scene, cosy
pubs, underground music venues and
a host of contemporary restaurants to
suit all tastes. Wandering around the

A UNESCO World Heritage site, the
Giant’s Causeway is a magnificent,
mysterious geological formation on
the North East coast of County Antrim.
It’s steeped in myths and legend. The
settingisaspectacular,dynamiccoastal
landscape of Atlantic waves, rugged
cliffs,fascinatinggeographicalantiquity,
secluded bays and magnificent views.
TheCausewayformsajaggedheadland
of neatly packed columns which point
towardsScotland.Visitorscanwalkalong
the basalt columns which are at the
edge of the sea, just over 1km from the
entrance to the site.
St George’s Market
Voted Britain’s ‘Best Indoor Market’,
the present St. George’s Market, built
1890-1896, is one of Belfast’s oldest
attractions. The market is home to
some of the finest fresh produce,
with customers travelling near and
far to sample the delights of Friday,
Saturday and Sunday markets.
Historical Homes and Royal
Residences
Hillsborough Castle is one of the
most beautiful, and interesting
historic properties in Northern
Ireland. It’s the official residence
of the royal family when they’re in
Northern Ireland and has also been
home to the Secretary of State since
the 1970s. The Castle is set in 100
acres of breath-taking gardens,
developed from the 1760s onwards.
The different styles and eras of
development are still distinguishable
and the grounds offer significant
contrasts of woodland, waterways,
gardens with trimmed lawns and
meadows as well as specimen trees
and rare plants.

I can't imagine any other city, or any other area, where we
could have done this show. Anything we throw at Northern
Ireland, they deliver. It's really been a wonderful experience.
I think that everything this region has to offer has greatly
benefited the look and the feel to the show.
Frank Doelger
Executive Producer, Game of Thrones, HBO®

WHAT
PEOPLE
SAY

We are now seeing the same sort of energy and excitement
andenthusiasmamongstourteaminBelfastasIexperienced
in Silicon Valley in the 1980’s and 90’s.

No university in the UK generates more money
from companies spun out of its research work.
Alastair McCall
Editor, The Sunday Times University Guide

Belfast and its wonderful welcoming
people have raised the bar so high that
we will be facingyet another challenge
for next years event.
Robert M Bakish
President & CEO, Viacom & International
Media Networks, MTV EMA’s

Karl May
CEO and Founder of Vello Systems

Game of Thrones could not have become the
show it is today without the incredible partnership
betweenHBOandBelfast. From the government’s
co-operation to the hundreds of workers on set to
the scenic beauty, Northern Ireland lives in every
episode of the series.
Michael Lombardo
President of Programming, HBO

I went to school in Belfast, I’ve had
some great nights out in Belfast and
it’s affected my view of every other
city in the world. Take Back The City
is a happy, positive song, inspired by
Belfast...andthesongissomethingof
acelebration,aroughedgedhomage
to a rough edged city, as are all the
cities I love in the world.
Gary Lightbody
Snow Patrol

The people of Northern Ireland are some of the most
passionate, devoted, dedicated and skilled individuals that I
have ever had the opportunity to work with.
Paul Vienneau
CTO, Merchant Warehouse

A world-class city needs a
heart full of culture...and
that’sexactlywhatBelfast
has got.
Observer Music Magazine

Everything considered,Northern Ireland has the
bestcombinationoftalent,culturalalignment,work
ethic, attitude and cost base to be found anywhere.
Bro McFerran
MD, Allstate Northern Ireland

Over the next number of
years we’re going to see
more companies from
mainland UK and Ireland
moving up here because
of the support. I think this
industry is going to flourish
up here.
John Rice
CEO, Jam Media

One of Europe’s 10
Hottest Destinations

Trendiest
European City for
Business Travel

The Emerging
Capital of Cool
Qantas Traveler

See you
in Belfast

